Abstract. Our sample of round/elliptical double-shell PNe around central stars (CSs) with H-rich surface chemistry covers all evolutionary phases across the HRD. By means of highresolution and high-S/N spectra we determine bulk matter velocities of the inner wind-driven rims and the maximum (= post-shock) gas velocities of the surrounding thermally expanding shells. Studying the details of the internal kinematics allows a look at processes of PN formation and at PN expansion history helping, for instance, to determine expansion distances.
We considerably extended our earlier study based on ESO-CAT/CES, NTT/EMMI, and NOT/IACUB spectra (Schönberner et al. 2005a) by additional data mostly gained from the Coudé-échelle spectrograph at the 2m-telescope at Tautenburg and, in parts, from ESO-VLT/FLAMES-ARGUS. We proceeded, as recommended by Corradi et al. (2007) , with measuring the post-shock velocity, V shell , at the shell's leading edge from the outer peaks of the line profiles's 1st derivative. The bulk velocity of the rim, V rim , was determined by Gaussian fits (Fig. 1 , top left). Our sample comprises now about 30 round/elliptical PNe from the Galactic disk & halo, and from the Sgr dwarf galaxy. Our study of Galactic disk PNe confirms our previous results based on a much smaller sample: both rim and shell accelerate with time/evolution, but such that their difference velocities, (V shell − V rim ), remain roughly constant (Fig. 1, top right) . This finding is at variance with the commonly used assumption that PNe expand homologously, but in agreement with the prediction of 1-dim radiation-hydrodynamics simulations if realistic initial conditions and time-evolution of stellar winds and radiation fields are considered: The shell's expansion starts well above a typical AGB-wind velocity of ca. 10 km s −1 , in line with the fact that ionization and heating occur in the so far undisturbed AGB wind. On the other side, the rim forms out of material which has already been decelerated below the original AGB-wind velocity by the high pressure of the ionized shell, and its evolution is virtually stalled at the outset.
We expect the expansion properties of PNe to depend on metallicity, Z: the power of line-driven winds decreases with Z due to reduced line opacities, yielding lower V rim . The shell dilutes faster because of the higher electron temperature, due to a reduced cooling efficiency at low Z (Schönberner et al. 2010, and refs. therein) . We also successfully obtained spatially resolved spectrograms of four metal-poor PNe (Fig. 1 , bottom right). The smaller number and the fact that their CS's effective temperatures are more uncertain hamper the comparison with the Galactic disk (GD) PNe. However, V rim and V shell of the low-Z PNe are clearly located at the lower and upper envelopes of the found correlations -in support of the theoretical arguments. IC289 IC289 IC289 IC289  IC3568 IC3568 IC3568 IC3568 IC3568 IC3568  IC4593 IC4593 M1-46 M1-46 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 M2-2 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2022 NGC2610 NGC2610 NGC2610 NGC2610 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC3242 NGC5882 NGC5882 NGC6543 NGC6543 NGC6543 NGC6543 NGC6629 NGC6629 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6826 NGC6884 NGC6884 NGC6891 NGC6891 NGC6891 NGC6891 NGC6891 NGC6891 NGC7009 NGC7009 NGC7009 NGC7009 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7354 NGC7662 NGC7662 NGC7662 NGC7662 NGC7662 NGC7662 (Howard et al. 1997) are given relative to mean Galactic disk composition (Schönberner et al. 2005a ).
On the internal kinematics of PNe
Throughout their entire life, PNe are, even in their simplest possible morphology, active dynamical systems with a velocity field whose shape changes considerably with time/evolution due to ever changing boundary conditions. First photoionization and later also wind interaction are the dominant physical processes in shaping round/elliptical PNe and in controlling their evolution. Note that any homologous expansion law, whetheṙ R ∼ R or V ∼ R, assumes implicitly a ballistic expansion from a common center. However, simulations show that the independently expanding rim and shell are formed by hydrodynamics at different times and at different distances from the star. Moreover, the boundaries of rim & shell are either shock or ionization fronts and their expansion cannot be measured spectroscopically. In order to obtain the real expansion, partly large corrections to the measured Doppler velocities have to be applied depending on structure and evolutionary state (Schönberner et al. 2005b) .
